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Abstract
Software testing is key for quality assurance of embedded systems. However, with increased development pace, the amount
of test results data risks growing to a level where exploration and visualization of the results are unmanageable. This paper
covers a tool, Tim, implemented at a company developing embedded systems, where software development occurs in parallel
branches and nightly testing is partitioned over software branches, test systems and test cases. Tim aims to replace a previous
solution with problems of scalability, requirements and technological flora. Tim was implemented with a reference group
over several months. For validation, data were collected both from reference group meetings and logs from the usage of the
tool. Data were analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. The main contributions from the study include the implementation
of eight views for test results exploration and visualization, the identification of four solutions patterns for these views
(filtering, aggregation, previews and comparisons), as well as six challenges frequently discussed at reference group meetings
(expectations, anomalies, navigation, integrations, hardware details and plots). Results are put in perspective with related work
and future work is proposed, e.g., enhanced anomaly detection and integrations with more systems such as risk management,
source code and requirements repositories.
Keywords Software testing · Test results · Visual analytics

1 Introduction
Modern embedded systems tend to come with increased
complexity, e.g., in the automotive industry the number of
computers per car has increased from 0, to a handful in the
1970s, to hundreds in the 2010s [45]. Also, the companies
developing embedded systems tend to strive more and more
for agile and continuous practices in the software development, which could involve compilation and testing of each
code change in isolation, nightly testing, etc. With continuous practices, there is an increased amount of information
generated from the software process as the development and
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test cycles become more frequent [44]. Making sense of test
results data can be challenging, and if data are not presented
well, time and attention may be wasted while making critical
decisions [1].
Previous work seems to have: (i) been conducted for unit
testing or a less complex testing process, e.g., Wang et al.
[55] that visualize test artifacts on the state machine model
of a system; (ii) aimed at distilling the potentially rich and
diverse test data into a quality indicator such as Ram et al. [38]
that explore several metrics and focus on these as opposed
to focusing on the test data itself; or (iii) striven for creating a dashboard, mash-up or 3D-visualization on top of data
[4,5,9,16]. The goal of the study at hand is to investigate
a test results exploration and visualization (TREV) tool to
support the development of embedded software in parallel
code branches with continuous integration and nightly testing. We implement and evaluate a tool, Tim,1 for TREV,
to allow developers, testers, project managers and others,
1

Tim is named after Tim the Enchanter, portrayed by the British actor
John Cleese, in Monty Python and the Holy Grail.
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to make sense of the massive but sparse and heterogeneous
data that come from nightly testing at Westermo Network
Technologies AB (Westermo), a company that develops networked embedded systems. Tim replaces an existing TREV
system [48] with three problems:
1. Requirements The old system was developed ad hoc, and
it is not clear if the implementation matches what users
need.
2. Technological Flora The building blocks of the old system
were not developed in accordance with current company
values such as modularity, testability and maintainability.
3. Scalability With the increased test intensity and parallelism, graphical elements no longer fit on the screen, and
some database queries have grown slow, making the system appear unresponsive.
This paper builds on our previous work [48] where the
old TREV system was presented and several areas of future
enhancements were elicited to solve the above mentioned
problems. Based on those elicited requirements, we present
a new and complete tool (Tim), its underlying architecture
and database layout, as well as its continuous implementation and evaluation with an industrial reference group. With
respect to the problems of the old system, we describe how
Tim was implemented in a development process involving an
industrial reference group of users that assisted in prioritizing
tasks and evaluating the implementation; that technological
choices were made based on preferences of the test framework team at Westermo, and finally, that the performance of
the database queries was monitored; the visualizations now
fit on screens and better allow filtering on the views of Tim.
In addition to the solution of problems with the existing TREV system, the main contributions of this paper
are as follows: First, the identification of four solution patterns: filtering, aggregation, previews and comparisons (in
Sect. 4.2). Second, eight views for TREV, as well as an
empirical evaluation of their use (in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4).
Third, the identification of six challenges for TREV: expectations, anomalies, navigation, integrations, hardware details
and plots (in Sect. 4.5).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we
present some background to the study such as the industrial
context. The research process is described in Sect. 3. The
functionality and evaluation of the Tim tool are described in
Sect. 4. In Sects. 5 and 6, we discuss and conclude the paper.

2 Industrial motivation and context
This section motivates the study and introduces the industrial
context and some factors that lead to TREV being an impor-
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tant but sometimes time-consuming and non-trivial activity
for industry practitioners.

2.1 Visualization
Visualization can be seen as a process of “representing data,
information, and knowledge in a visual form to support the
tasks of exploration … and understanding” [56]. This is
a mental process that occurs when interacting with visual
elements. The visual elements are, in turn, representations
of data that have been collected, stored, fetched, filtered,
transported and transformed to and from some data storage. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of Tim’s visualizations
based on simplification of previous work [28,31,43,53,56]:
(i) Data are collected from the test systems in the test environment: verdicts, log files, etc. (ii) The configuration of how test
resources are partitioned is a valuable reference for the user.
(iii) Visual elements such as icons, plots and tables are generated either beforehand or, e.g., inside a web browser with
some JavaScript library. (iv) The user will navigate between
the views, and (v) the TREV process occurs, while the user
interacts with the visual elements. In the figure, we indicated
challenges with question marks (e.g., Anomalies?) and solution patterns with exclamation marks (e.g., Filter!)
In a software testing context, the visualizations support
hypothesis generation, decision-making, and can map to
information needs [1]; e.g.: Is this the same bug as I saw
yesterday? Has the bug already been fixed? Is this bug only
present on some types of devices? What version of the test
case did we run? Why was my new test case not selected for
testing tonight? Is the level of quality sufficient for this feature
to be considered completed? Can we release the software?,
etc. We use the term test results exploration and visualization
(TREV) for when users interact with a system that generates
visual elements to support answering these types of questions.

2.2 Context
This study was conducted as an industry-academia coproduction involving the Software Testing Laboratory research
group at Mälardalen University and Westermo Network
Technologies AB (Westermo), both in Västerås, Sweden.
Westermo develops embedded systems for communication
networks in industrial applications. A typical product is a
router with hardware suitable for a harsh industry environment, and software that enables standard communication
protocols providing communication for other systems. Typical customer domains are onboard rail, track-side rail, power
distribution and industrial automation. Westermo has more
than 300 employees, does R&D in several European countries, has offices globally and targets an international market.
The test framework team in Västerås develops the Fawlty
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Fig. 1 Overview of software test results exploration and visualization. Challenges are indicated with question marks (e.g., Anomalies?), and solution
patterns with exclamation marks (e.g., Filter!). Steps (i) to (v) are described in Sect. 2.1

test framework2 for automated testing of the software components in the Westermo Operating System (WeOS), an
embedded OS based on GNU/Linux running in many products and developed by several software teams. This team
also develops, builds and maintains physical and virtual test
systems to allow testing in realistic conditions. A typical
physical test system has between 6 and 20 WeOS devices
connected in a network topology, controlled by a PC running
the test framework which communicates with the devices
over a serial console connection. In addition to the devices
under test, many test systems also have devices used to simulate loss of connection, traffic generators, as well as I/O for
powering units on and off.
Software development at Westermo is conducted in an
agile process based on Kanban, where isolation of feature development in separate feature branches is central. By
branching and merging the WeOS code base, the development of one feature is isolated from the development of
another feature. The different WeOS branches are also tested
separately and resources for nightly testing are distributed
between branches. Once a feature branch is implemented,
tested, passed risk analysis and several other quality assurance activities, the branch is merged into a main branch. After
a number of such merges, a release branch is branched off
from the main branch, and in this release branch, a software
release is created.

2.3 Complicating factors
In the past decade, the testing at Westermo has scaled up
significantly, see Fig. 2. Since the introduction of the test
results database, the number of test systems in use in nightly
testing has increased from 5 to 27, the number of parallel code
branches changed drastically in 2016 when the approach to
2

Fawlty is named after Basil Fawlty, portrayed by the British actor
John Cleese, in Fawlty Towers.

Fig. 2 Growth in complexity over time: number of test systems, test
cases (with parameter combinations) and code branches used, as well
as produced verdicts (in thousands) broken down per quarter since the
introduction of the test results database

test feature branches was introduced and went from about
two to more than 65 in Q1 2021. The number of test cases
(distinct combinations of test script and parameter settings)
increased from about 350 to about 1025, and the number of
started test cases increased from about 80k to about 525k per
quarter.
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At Westermo, the complexity of testing involves, not only
the creation and execution of test cases, but also regression
test selection [47,51], where test cases are prioritized in each
test suite for nightly testing. This means that certain risk factors, such as previous history of failures and code changes,
play a role in the selection. In addition, each test system has a
number of devices (six in the test system illustrated in Fig. 1)
that each test case may or may not use. A firewall test might
require three devices—the first will act as the device to be
protected behind the firewall, the second will try to reach the
inner device through the firewall, and the third would fill the
role of the firewall. Now, if a test case requires three devices
and a test system has six, then there are many ways of selecting these three [50]. If the devices in the test system are
somehow different, then the actual hardware selection may
be very relevant to a user of a TREV system. Furthermore,
if a test case cannot be mapped onto a test system, perhaps
because the test case requires hardware resources or a network topology that is not supported by the test system, then
that test case cannot start and thus cannot go pass or fail,
instead this result is called unmappable. In addition, results
from test cases that do not run to completion (because of
an unexpected exception, etc.) are called invalid, test cases
that cannot be found when they are to be loaded before the
suite are unloadable, and test cases that are part of a suite but
not executed due to constraints in time produce the verdict
skipped.
Finally, a challenge described in electrical systems in the
1940s, in the aerospace domain in the 1960s and for agile
test automation in blogs four decades later is intermittent
faults and intermittently failing tests [2,8,15]. In the software engineering domain, the term flaky tests is often used
and this topic is heavily researched for unit-level testing on
open source systems, and more recently also on system-level
testing [49]. Typical root causes of the intermittence may be
shortcomings in the software under test, the hardware of the
embedded systems or in the test environment including the
test cases themselves.
If a user of a TREV tool investigates test cases from one
night at a time, and nightly testing only contained a portion
of available tests, then one might not realize if tests are flaky
or not—one needs to aggregate test results data over time in
order to determine the level of intermittence. Furthermore,
if a user only investigates failing tests and a certain test case
is not shown, then there could be several reasons for this:
perhaps the test case passed, perhaps it was not selected for
nightly testing, or perhaps it could not be executed on a certain test system (it was unmappable), etc.

3 Research process
As previously mentioned, the goal of the study is to investigate a test results exploration and visualization (TREV) tool,
in order to support the development of embedded software.
This work was conducted as a case study [40] that also drew
inspiration from action research [36] and Munzner’s nested
model for visual design [28]. The case in the case study was
the new TREV tool Tim, as it was being defined, implemented and adopted in the context at Westermo. The study
can be seen as a holistic single-case study since the case is
also the unit of analysis. We focus on two data sources: (i) a
reference group that represents users of the system and give
input on what the problems are and what decisions the system
should support and (ii) an open3 alpha version of the system
and logs from its usage.
This study is to some extent also action research because
it covers “how an intervention, like the introduction of a
method or tool, affects a real-life context” [36]. This is relevant because we want the intervention (implementation of
Tim) to have an effect (users improve their capacity to explore
test results). Action research is also applicable when “the
change and its observation are an integral part of addressing
the research question and contribute to research.”

3.1 Data collection
Reference group In order to provide the most utility to
the company, and also to validate the implementation, we
recruited a reference group of twelve individuals. We aimed
at diversity and the group contained line managers, project
managers and software developers both in the test framework and WeOS teams. The differences in roles could be
considered a sort of triangulation, thereby addressing some
threats to validity. The test framework team manager, the
product owner of Tim, was also part of the group. Reference
group meetings were led by the first author of this paper (who
is employed at Westermo as well as a member of the test
framework team). At every meeting, there was at least one
WeOS developer, test framework developer and manager represented, with the exception of one meeting that specifically
targeted project and line managers. However, many meetings had a majority of WeOS developers, which might have
biased the work in their favor. In discussions with the reference group, we were particularly interested in three critical
decision points in the development process: in daily work, at
merge time (when a feature is completed and its code branch
is to be merged into the main code branch) and at release time
(when a new software version is about to be released). The
reference group gave feedback on mockups (implementation
3
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proposals), evaluated implementation and helped prioritize
continued work.
The first reference group meeting was held in November 2020, and the seventh in April 2021. Each meeting had
about seven participants and lasted for about one hour. The
meetings were held in a video chat tool due to the pandemic,
and they were recorded and transcribed into a total of 36 A4
pages of text which was later analyzed with qualitative coding [6]. Toward the end of the study, member checking was
conducted during one meeting. In each meeting, we tried to
capture not only the desires of the reference group, but also
the motives or problems behind their preferences. In parallel
with the meetings, the implementation was ongoing (illustrated in Fig. 3).
In addition to the reference group meetings, several education efforts were conducted: one session on how to use the
tool, a second targeting familiarization with the implementation of the frontend and a third session on all of Tim’s code
including an introduction to the continuous integration process set up with the dev.ops. team. All three of these meetings
were also recorded as a sort of “user guide” and “developer
guide.”
Web server logs Initially, the plan was to develop Tim
off-line and only open it more broadly to Westermo staff
after some time. However, early on we were asked to make it
available despite not having much functionality in place (only
early versions of the first three views). Therefore, we made
an “open alpha” available that ran in parallel with the system
to be replaced. In addition to providing utility to Westermo
staff, we also enabled logging in the open alpha which gave
us clues on slow database questions, navigational profile, etc.
The open alpha also helped the reference group champion the
adoption of Tim among other colleagues, and opened up for
ad hoc feature requests (e.g., during meetings that were not
related to Tim).
From the alpha, we stored the logs from the nginx web
server. In addition to what nginx writes to log by default
(e.g., each request for data), we also stored the request time,
which is the duration needed by the backend to generate contents for the frontend. In the case where non-trivial database
queries are needed to generate contents, the request time can
be expected to be noticeable, which is a risk identified by
Munzner [28].

3.2 Ethical considerations
According to our previous work in research ethics when
involving both an academic and an industrial partner [46],
ethical principles include: consent, beneficence, confidentiality, researcher skill, etc. The main ethical threat we identified
for this study was for researchers to expose sensitive data or
opinions from the company or the participants. This was mitigated by anonymizing transcripts from the reference group

meetings while transcribing and never letting raw data out of
company computers. Furthermore, we anonymized all mockups, as well as the screenshot of Tim, and have requested and
received permission to conduct and publish this research. To
avoid harm, such as making incorrect decisions based on Tim,
we also suggested that Westermo staff use the old system in
parallel, at least when making important decisions or when
results in Tim seem suspicious.

4 The Tim tool
This section covers technical details of Tim (in Sect. 4.1),
as well as the main findings of this study: recurring patterns
in the views we implemented (Sect. 4.2), the views and how
they were evaluated (Sects. 4.3 and 4.4), as well as challenges
with TREV that were frequently discussed at reference group
meetings (Sect. 4.5).
A screenshot of one of the actual views in Tim is shown
in Fig. 4. However, for reasons of readability and confidentiality, mockups are used in the remainder of the paper. (The
mockup showing the same view is illustrated in Fig. 8.)

4.1 Technical details
Before work with the reference group started, the old TREV
system had been up and running since 2012. Based on the
old system and interviews conducted at the company, we had
a set of user stories describing desirable functions for Tim.
Parts of the old system and the user stories are described in
our previous research [48]. In addition, we had a skeletonimplementation and definition of technical constraints for the
continued implementation of Tim. This had been a significant
undertaking and involved refactoring of the database schema,
introduction of containerization, as well as technological trials with tools and frameworks (programming languages, web
frameworks, etc.). In addition, a prototype in Python 3 and
Django had been implemented in 2019, which was rejected
based on technologies used. Much of the motivation for decisions on technical flora was based on business decisions (such
as focus on scalability and maintainability), tool preferences
in the test framework team and partially on a master’s thesis
on potential advantages of statically typed languages [41].
In 2012, when the testing at Westermo was done on two
parallel code branches on four physical test systems, it was
observed that exploring test results in PDF-files was no longer
scalable (each test session generated a separate PDF, so the
number of documents to read increased linearly with both
number of test systems and code branches). At that time, the
first author of this paper suggested and later implemented a
test results database, and an overview of the database schema
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The main motivation for implementing the database was to make it easier to store information
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Fig. 3 Overview of the research
process. Tim was updated
iteratively with repeated
reference group meetings. Based
on data from transcribed
meetings and logs from the open
alpha, we identified solution
patterns (Sect. 4.2), views
(Sect. 4.3), challenges
(Sect. 4.5), as well as
information on the performance
(Sect. 4.4.4) and navigational
profile (Sect. 4.4.5) of Tim

related to the state of the test systems and also to aggregate results, i.e., test verdicts. During the implementation of
Tim, the database schema was slightly simplified and modified to better fit the naming conventions used in the database
communication library (SQLBoiler). An example of a raw
sql-query to the database in order to generate the output
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 8 is:
select
system, branch, result,
path as test, outcomes.id as oid
from sessions
join outcomes on session_id = sessions.id
join tests on test_id = tests.id
where
sessiontype = ‘‘nightly’’ and
branch = ‘‘brA’’ and
result in (1, 2) and
sessions.started > ‘‘2021-04-03 14:30:00’’ and
sessions.started <= ‘‘2021-04-04 14:30:00’’
order by system, branch, test;

In order to support development of Tim and the testing of
database queries, we implemented functionality to populate
the database with random data, and also to sync data from
the legacy database as an alternative. Generating random data
makes Tim independent of the environment in which nightly
testing is conducted, thereby allowing rapid development and
test cycles of the Tim tool itself. Using real data in the development of Tim enables manual high-level acceptance testing.
The overall architecture of Tim is illustrated in Fig. 6. Significant technologies included are: (i) containerization with
docker, docker-compose and kubernetes; (ii) a test results
database in MariaDB (a fork of MySQL); (iii) a backend in
the Go language using SQLBoiler for object relational mapping (ORM); (iv) a web-based API that exports or imports
test results data in json format (part of the backend); (v)
a command-line interface for showing test results—at first
implemented before the frontend was in place, but found to be
very useful, fast and lightweight; (vi) a web frontend implemented in JavaScript with Vue/Vuex; (vii) a server storing
log files from historic test executions; and (viii) the current
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configuration of how to distribute test resources in nightly
testing. In the future, more integrations are planned (e.g.,
with the source code repositories to more easily navigate to
documentation showing the purpose of a certain test case,
etc.).
Important technical differences between Tim’s code base
and that of the system to be replaced include: (i) Containerization: e.g., the database resides in its own docker container,
making it possible for different projects to have different
instances of a test results database, and to experiment with
changes in database schemas, etc. (ii) Testability: the Go
libraries in the backend can be tested with dummy test data
that can be generated and re-generated rapidly—a complete
cycle that creates a database, populates it with data, and
runs all unit tests and database integration tests, requires
less than 20 seconds. (iii) Continuous integration: each code
change in any of Tim’s components triggers linting of Go
code with golangci-lint (a lint aggregator configured to use
33 linters) and Vue code with prettier. The purpose of linting on each code change is to capture potential shortcomings
in the code (e.g., unused variables, “magic numbers,” etc.),
and to enforce a common coding style (which is not trivial
for a language such as JavaScript [52]). Running the tests
on each code change is desirable and will likely be added
in the future. (iv) Technology choices such as programming
language, JavaScript framework, web style, etc. have been
based on team consensus to build a feeling of team ownership.

4.2 Solution patterns
During the implementation of Tim, four concepts were
repeated in different ways in the views. Despite the risk of
researcher bias and biases coming from what is possible or
easy in the technological platform (e.g., using Go or Vue),
these patterns may be valuable for other researchers or practitioners since they augmented TREV in Tim. Furthermore,
some of the patterns were discussed with the reference group,
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Fig. 4 Screenshot of the outcomes view (mockup in Fig. 8)

which encouraged their use. The patterns are illustrated in
Fig. 1 and highlighted with exclamation marks. Examples of
usages of the patterns in the Tim views are also provided in
the below text.

4.2.1 Filtering
Test results data from nightly regression testing come in many
dimensions. From one night, data are generated over test
cases, over test systems and over code branches. Each outcome also represents a verdict: In addition to pass or fail, a
verdict at Westermo may also be invalid (the test case could
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Fig. 5 Overview of Tim’s test results database: tables as boxes, with
fields in text and relations (i.e., foreign keys) as arrows. Example: an
outcome (e.g., “a fail”) involves one test case and is part of one session.

Each session typically involves several unique devices that are described
as a deviceinfo with details on device model, firmware version and serial
number

not run to completion), unmappable (the resources required
of a test system were not fulfilled), unloadable (the test case
did not exist or had syntax errors) or skipped (when time did
not permit continued testing). While looking at test results,
one has typically applied a filter along some of these dimensions, sometimes without even realizing it. Answering the
question “which tests failed in my branch tonight?” implies
filtering along the dimensions: verdict, time and code branch.
Exploring test results without filtering is inconceivable—
there is just too much data. However, there are limitations
in which filters a user interface can support, and which filters
can be implemented. Implementing support for all possible
filters might be wasteful, but implementing too few filters
could frustrate the user as desirable filters might be absent.
It is also difficult to fit all possible filters in a user interface
in such a way that the user can make sense of them (such
as when navigating to the “next” test case in a test session,
discussed in Sect. 4.3.3).
Different from filtering is selecting—as opposed to filtering out a set of verdicts or test sessions, a user may want
to select one verdict or one session. Based on the selection,
one may want to filter within that set. For example, in the
mockup of the session view (Fig. 10) , we illustrate how a
user filters on type of verdict from a selected test session. In
the outcome view (Fig. 9), we show one verdict where we

Table 1 Example output from a database query to generate the data
needed for what is shown in Fig. 8

Fig. 6 Overview of Tim’s architecture
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System

Branch

Result

Test

oid

sys1

brA

1

src/test/protocol-a/test1

36822

sys1

brA

2

src/test/protocol-b/test2

36827

sys2

brA

1

src/test/protocol-b/test2

36901

sys3

brA

1

src/test/protocol-b/test2

36976

For the query that generates the table, see main text. At the company, a
result of 0 means pass, 1 means fail, 2 means invalid, etc.

filter on which log files to show, and also the filter on time
span for log messages to show within a log file.
4.2.2 Aggregation
Based on a filtered data set, say all verdicts from a certain
night, one may want to aggregate data into certain categories.
In the mockup of the start view (Fig. 7), test results from one
night are aggregated based on their branch and verdict. In
the trend plot, the data are instead aggregated based on date
and shown as a time series (Fig. 17). The aggregation may be
very natural, like number of fails per night in the last week, or
number of executed tests shown branch by branch or system
by system. The aggregation may also be more artificial, like
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counting verdicts for test cases covering one functional area
when compared to test cases for another area—what about
test cases that cover both areas?
4.2.3 Previews
One of the main tasks when exploring test results is to look
at test execution logs, e.g., by reading the test framework log
message “a test failed because the firewall did not block packets as expected.” If a user has reached one view, say the list of
outcomes, and the system allows the user to peek at the most
important log messages from another view, without navigating to that view, then many clicks and context switches would
be saved. (Fig. 8 illustrates this.) The old system has no preview function, but in Tim this was so appreciated that we
sometimes asked the reference group what a preview would
mean in a view that did not have it (such as in the start view),
and then we implemented a preview based on their suggestion (for the start view: results per system). In some views, the
preview was instead implemented as expand or collapse of
details, e.g., in the compare branches and the analyze branch
views.

Fig. 7 Mockup of the start view

4.2.4 Compare
The fourth recurring theme is to compare. The simplest example is to compare logs from two failing tests in the same test
session—this way one may determine if the tests failed for
the same reason. Comparisons could of course, at least in
theory, be done along almost any test results dimension—if
more tests fail on one test system and not another, then perhaps there is some hardware dependency in the software? If
tests failed more today then yesterday, then perhaps a bug
was introduced? If my development branch has other failing tests than the main branch I want to merge it into, then
perhaps I would decrease the software quality of the main
branch (an example of this is illustrated in Fig. 13)?

4.3 Implemented views
Eight views were implemented in Tim. Mockups are shown
in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. Each view was either
first implemented in Tim and then evaluated at a reference
group meeting, or first drawn as a mockup and discussed
at a reference group meeting before being implemented. The
mockups in the figures have been anonymized and simplified
to show principles and to increase readability.
4.3.1 The start view
The start view shows an overview of each branch active
in nightly testing. The results are aggregated over all systems and color-coded—blue for pass, red for fail, yellow for

Fig. 8 Mockup of the outcomes view. Log text is illustrated with lines

invalid, and test cases that could have been tested given more
resources on time or devices are gray. In order to have redundant information coding, we have strived to never use color
alone as carrier of information—it has always been combined
with size, shape or position. When colors alone is used to
carry information, there is a risk that users cannot receive the
information in particular when shown on a projector, when
printed in grayscale, or when the person viewing the graphic
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Fig. 9 Mockup of the outcome view. Log text is illustrated with lines

Fig. 10 Mockup of the session view. Log text is illustrated with lines

is color-blind [57].4 Anomalies from nightly testing—such
as when a test session should have started but did not, are
highlighted with a warning sign. A button can be pressed to
expand the results from one branch, thereby showing results
from the branch split on test systems. In the example illustrated in Fig. 7, the expand feature shows the user that all
of the non-passing tests in this code branch came from one
particular test system. This would narrow down the search
4

Roughly 8% of all men and 0.5% of all women have some form of
color blindness [24]; the first author of this paper is one of them.
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Fig. 11 Mockup of the heatmap view

Fig. 12 Mockup of the measurements view

for the failing tests, and if the user knows that this system
also had issues yesterday and that replacement parts have
been ordered but not installed, then perhaps no further click
is needed. We hypothesize that a non-negligible amount of
clicks and effort will be saved.
At first, this view was not organized in a table and it had no
details button for a preview. In order to save space in the view,
and to fit the potentially many branches on one screen, they
were placed in alphabetical order as compact as possible.
Some rows would fit many branches and their results, but
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The poor usability of Tim’s initial start page was one of
the reasons individuals would keep using the old system.
Since Tim is expected to be able to handle a large number
of branches, annoying scrolling to find one’s branch is to be
expected. We therefore implemented support for filtering on
branch name, which might reduce the need for scrolling.
4.3.2 The outcomes view

Fig. 13 Mockup of the compare branch view

The outcomes view shows filtered test results without aggregating it along any dimension. Each verdict occupies one
row in a table that can split over several pages if needed.
Typically, a user would enter this view from the start view
and the active filters would by default show results from one
night, from one branch and only include failing, invalid and
unloadable tests. Also in this view, is a list of flaky tests, a
list of devices in the test systems used for testing, as well as
trend plots for the branches selected (shown in the screenshot
in Fig. 4, but not in the mockup in Fig. 8).
The outcomes view also includes a type of preview to see
details from the test framework log messages (error messages
are shown but not debug information). If several test cases
have failed due to one root cause, a user could rapidly figure
this out by expanding the preview for these tests, without the
need to navigate to another view. Again, this is expected to
save clicks and allow the user to keep situational awareness.
The outcomes view was one of the first to be implemented,
even before Tim reached alpha-phase, and before the reference group meetings started. Therefore, the reference group
discussions were centered around the secondary information
in the side bar of this view. Some expressed frustration over
the design of the plots (further discussed in Sect. 4.5.6), and
others that too much secondary information (such as flaky
tests) was shown. As opposed to implementing an “advanced
mode,” or some role-based views, where, e.g., a project manager would see fewer details than a software developer, the
additional information will remain as is, but stay in the sidebar (see Fig. 4).
4.3.3 The outcome view

Fig. 14 Mockup of the analyze branch view

others would only fit a few (if the branch names were long).
The reference group expressed irritation of the lack of straight
lines and they perceived it as hard to use this view. When
shown a mockup which led to the implementation shown in
Fig. 7, a WeOS developer said “It’s much easier to read…I
like when there are columns <waving hands to show>.” One
of the members of the test framework team mentioned that
the expand feature “would save me clicks…I’d almost never
have to click on to the next view before the daily meeting.”

The outcome view shows the details of one executed test case,
on one test system, using one code branch, at one particular
point in time, see Fig. 9. Recent results of the same test case,
code branch and system are shown in a dotted pattern where
each icon represents one verdict. This facilitates understanding when a failure first appeared, if the test case is flaky, and
also navigating over verdicts in time. The mockup illustrates
a user looking at the third failure in a streak of four failures.
The most important part of the outcome view is for a user
to be able to read logs coming from the testing. In addition to the test framework log, there are also communication
logs for each device that had a role in the test. The view
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allows for zero, one or more log files to be visible at the
same time, by clicking check-boxes next to names of the log
files. The previous system only allowed viewing one file at
a time and users would frequently open multiple browser
windows, which risks leading to lost focus when exploring
results. Showing multiple logs simplifies comparisons, such
as when two devices are expected to behave the same way.
By default, the test framework log is shown, and as discussed
in Sect. 4.4.5, not all users request any device log.
Log files typically have hundreds or thousands of lines of
log information, and seeing all at once can be cumbersome.
Two ways of filtering log contents are in place. First, a time
filter that acts on the time stamps on each log entry. This
is useful, e.g., when the test framework reports of an issue
on a particular device at a particular point in time—now a
user can filter away all log information except what happened
from a few moments before that point in time up until a few
moments after. Second, a filter on log level is also present.
This acts in the framework log, where each log entry has a
severity attached to it, e.g., warning, info, debug, etc. (this
filter is not shown in the mockup). The reference group was
positive to the time filter, which is new when compared to
the old system.
The outcome view also has buttons for navigating to the
next or previous verdict in the same test session (not shown
in mockup). Implementing this navigation between test cases
is not necessarily straightforward—what do we mean when
we wish to see the next test case: The next in the session?
But if that represents an unmappable test case, would the
user like to see the next executed test case? But if that test
case passed, would the user like to see the next executed but
non-passing verdict? Should these navigation options have a
button each? If so, how do we fit so many buttons in the user
interface without making the tool too complicated to use?
In the end, the simplest form of navigation was implemented in Tim, one that shows the next test case regardless
of verdict.
4.3.4 The session view
Test results are produced by running a test suite in a test
session on a test system while having software from a certain
WeOS code branch on the devices under test. The results
from one such test session can be seen in the session view,
see Fig. 10. The view shows, by construction, result from
one night, on one test system and one code branch; it has
therefore been placed late in the exploration—a user would
have to navigate from the start page, through the outcomes
and outcome views before reaching it. Instead, the outcomes
view is a more central view, and the outcomes view is also
more flexible in that it can easily adapt to show several test
systems, code branches and also show results from more than
one night.
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In the session view, the verdicts from each test case in
this particular session are illustrated with icons, as in the
outcome view. This can be very valuable at times, e.g., when
one test case pollutes the system state for consecutive test
cases. When this happens, a user would see a continuous line
of red or yellow (for fail, invalid or unloadable), instead of
scattered red or yellow dots, among the blue and gray tests
(for pass, skipped or unmappable). The same type of test
framework log file preview as in the outcomes view is used.
Not shown in the mockup is a trend plot of the results
from the same branch and system in question, over time. The
plot is clickable and allows the user to navigate between test
sessions over time. Furthermore, the view supports filtering
on test cases in case many are shown, such as when viewing
passing tests (not shown in mockup). Again, the session view
was one of the first to be implement (before work on the
reference group started)—most discussions on it involved
the trend plot and how the filters on test cases works.
4.3.5 The heatmap view
One of the most appreciated views is the heatmap view, see
Fig. 11. The main idea of it is to show results over time in
a dotted pattern. Each row represents a test case executed
over time on one test system in one code branch, where each
verdict is illustrated with an icon based on the type of verdict.
The view has filters on number of days to show results from
as well as systems, branches and test cases to include (not
shown in the mockup). The table can also be resorted (sort
on test system, code branch or test case). Furthermore, the
view shows the separation of the test cases’ test script and
parameter settings (not shown in the mockup).
The main use case for the heatmap view is to gain an understanding of when and where a test case has been failing. If a
test case passed in one code branch, but not in another, then
perhaps a problem is present in one of the code branches, but
if the test case fails on one particular test system regardless
of code branch, then perhaps the hardware of that test system has some shortcoming, and if the test case fails on all
branches and systems, then perhaps an error in the test code
has been introduced. Furthermore, if tests are intermittently
failing or flaky, a user would rapidly see if the intermittence
is isolated to a certain test system or code branch, which
can be very helpful when root causing the flakiness. By also
allowing a user to see results from more than one test case, a
number of hypotheses can rapidly be confirmed or rejected.
Clicking the icons would lead the user to the outcome view
of that verdict.
When shown a mockup of the heatmap view, a member
in the reference group said “this is a dream when compared
to the old system.” For reference, the old system shows pregenerated images rendered to file. These images are rendered
a few times each day, so when looking at them recent results
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might not be included. Each of the images in the old TREV
tool shows a heatmap for all available test systems for one
test case and one branch (without separation of parameter
settings). The view then shows all images in branch order in
a very long web page. This would make it difficult for a user
to compare results from a particular test system as one would
have to scroll up and down without being able to see the lines
of heat of interest at the same time in the view. Furthermore,
in order to compare over test cases, the user would have to
open separate windows and look at only one test case per
window. The clickability of the old system is also poorer
since the user would first have to click one image to open it
and then click the verdict to navigate to the outcome view of
it. We have been unable to overcome the technical thresholds
of removing the middle step in the old system.
In the example illustrated in the mockup (Fig. 11), we
see that test cases t2 and t418 had an issue leading to invalid
results on branch A on test systems 1 and 2. Two days ago, the
issue was repaired and these test cases no longer go invalid on
branch A. These tests seem to go pass on branch B. However,
t418 on test system 2 seems to also sometimes fail, so perhaps
there were two issues present at the same time for this test
case on this branch and system, and this issue might not yet
have been corrected.
Also note that the dotted pattern of the heatmap view
(Fig. 11) and the session view (Fig. 10) is different. In the session view, each verdict in the session is illustrated, as if it was
a long word, with no dimension other than time (in the order
of seconds or minutes) between each icon. In the heatmap
view, typically about a month of time has passed from the
leftmost to the rightmost verdicts (the mockup shows eleven
nights), and each line represents one combination of test case,
parameter settings, test system and WeOS code branch.
4.3.6 The measurements view
In addition to producing passing or failing verdicts, some
test cases also generate measurements as a side effect. One
such measurement could be the number of milliseconds for
a redundancy protocol to react to changes in a network
topology. In the measurements view, these measurements are
visualized (Fig. 12). Similar to the heatmap view, this allows
for comparisons between test systems, test cases and code
branches. As illustrated in the example in the mockup, test
case 418 has logged values between 0 and 388 on branch B,
but no value on branch C go above 55, so something is slower
in branch B than in branch C. Not shown in the mockup is
the possibility to also see the raw data in a table, in case one
would like to copy and paste to a spreadsheet, an email, etc.
The reference group expressed that this view is very helpful for detecting unexpected degradation in performance that
has to be corrected. Without the recording of measurements
and the visualizations, one might not be aware that code

changes in a feature branch actually had an impact on performance, and only realize it close to a release. It is easier and
preferable to detect performance issues in a feature branch
and correct before the code is merged to a main branch.
(In addition to metrics collected by the Fawlty test framework, Westermo also measures performance with third party
measurement tools from Ixia/Keysight, etc.). In discussions
with the test manager, a task for future work was created to
enhance the measurements data with anomaly detection, so
that warnings would be emitted if a performance degradation
is detected.

4.3.7 The compare branch view
The view for comparing branches was implemented to support decision making at merge time, typically when a feature
branch is to be merged into a main branch. To start with,
the user selects one, two, three or four branches to compare.
(In theory more branches could be compared, but that would
be hard to fit in a usable interface.) The view then shows
results aggregated over time and test systems but split by
branch and functional area (such as communication protocol
or other feature). A concern expressed by several members
in the reference group is to add poor quality from a feature branch to the main branch. (The software development
process also aims at mitigating this.) They desired a view
showing that relevant tests have been running as expected.
Also, if there are failing tests in a feature branch, then one
must easily be able to tell if the same tests fail in the main
branch or not. It would of course be preferable to have no failing tests, but if tests do fail and also fail in the main branch,
then one would have less reason to suspect poorer quality in
the feature branch than in the main branch.
The compare branch view was based on a common pattern
in many shopping websites, where a user can compare, e.g.,
two different types of mobile phones side by side, and see
details category by category (the screen size, screen resolution, memory, etc.). As can be seen in the mockup in Fig. 13,
a user can also expand the aggregated data to see the same
results split on test system or split on test case. As illustrated
in the mockup, area a2 has had some non-pass results, and
the details show that these results come from the same test
system, but different test cases. The test case t3 is shown
to go both pass and invalid in the main branch, but has not
been executed in the feature branch. The mockup also shows
that area a3 is passing on both branches, but area a1 has no
test that has been executed on feature branch F. The reference group was positive to the view: “That’s nice, I like it,
like when [the development team] comes and what to run a
merge and go through the [quality assurance] checklist, to
get an overview. As a project manager I like that.”
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4.3.8 The analyze branch view
At release time, the project managers in the reference group
expressed an interest in being able to get an overview of
any and all failing tests in the last days. To support this, the
analyze branch view was implemented and discussed at a
reference group meeting with only project managers. Not
illustrated in the mockup in Fig. 14 are two plots showing
trends of number of passing, failing, invalid and unloadable
tests over time, as well as number of test systems used in
nightly testing. The main part of the view shows a table of
all failures in the last days, aggregated over test case. In the
mockup, three tests have at least one non-pass verdict, first
t1 with eight bad results, t418 with five and t31 with one.
Expanding a row would show the same verdicts split over
systems and time, similar to what is shown in the heatmap
view (Fig. 11). In this example, we see that t418 produced
a number of bad verdicts in the last two weeks, but that it
was mostly passing yesterday, and only passing tonight—so
perhaps the issue has already been corrected.
Below the table of tests with bad verdicts is also a second
table of the test cases that passed, as well as a third of test
cases that have not been executed (not shown in mockup).

4.4 Risk-based evaluation of the implemented views
Papers on software visualization often have poor or no evaluation according to Merino et al. [27], who recommend
to evaluate in situ with a case study, or to conduct experiments. In addition to a lack of evaluation, the different
levels of the visualization come with separate threats and
approaches, according to Munzner [28]. In short, we have
relied heavily on the reference group for the first three risks
mentioned by Munzner. (Solve the wrong problem, use bad
data abstractions, or use bad visualizations.) In addition, we
have collected web server log data, primarily to evaluate
the performance of the back-end for the fourth risk (bad
or slow algorithms). The logs were also used to identify a
navigational profile. Finally, we have used standard software
engineering code quality tools such as lint (static code analysis), and automated tests on the unit and integration levels
for the fourth risk.

quent meetings with the reference group. Munzner suggests
to measure the adoption rate at the company, but warns that
this is not always a reliable metric: “many well-designed tools
fail to be adopted, and some poorly-designed tools win.”
4.4.2 Risk 2: bad data abstraction?
In short, one risks to visualize “the wrong thing,” e.g., by
using incorrect data types. From a test results database perspective, the data types stem from the data collection: log
files, verdicts, test sessions, etc. As can be seen in the top
of Fig. 2, the number of test systems in use each quarter has
grown over time, and there has been a shift at Westermo,
from investigating test results in one test session at a time, to
aggregating results from several test systems, and sometimes
several nights. Without this aggregation, a user would have
to investigate “what failed on my branch on test system A
tonight?”, then “…on test system B?” and so on. One could
argue that the PDF test reports from each test session that
Westermo used prior to implementing a test results database
represents an instance of this risk: visualization focused on
sessions, and not results aggregated over systems and time.
Two approaches suggested by Munzner are to let members
of the target audience use the tool and collect data on the usefulness of the tool, which is in line with how we worked with
the reference group, or to observe users when they use the
tool. We have not conducted long-term observation studies,
but consider it for future research.
4.4.3 Risk 3: bad visualizations?
On an interaction (or encoding) level, the risk is that “the way
you show it doesn’t work.” An example of this risk is how the
reference group reacted to the trend plots we implemented.
Based on comments from the reference group, we allowed
them to vote on alternatives and it was obvious that the way
we showed it did not work. We discuss the challenge of plots
more in Sect. 4.5.6. Munzner suggests to conduct formal user
studies on laboratory experiments where individuals perform
tasks using visualizations. Another proposed mitigation technique is qualitative discussion using images or videos, which
again is in line with how we worked with the reference group.

4.4.1 Risk 1: solved the wrong problem?

4.4.4 Risk 4: bad or slow algorithms?

The first challenge is to consider if a visualization targets the
wrong problem, in Munzner’s words, the risk is that “they
don’t do that.” With respect to our study, a risk on this level
would, e.g., be to implement visualizations for code complexity of test scripts—it would be interesting to know, but
is not at the core of test results exploration and visualization. Having an author from the case company is of course
one mitigation to this threat, another mitigation is the fre-

With poor algorithms, one risk is that “your code is too slow,”
or that the code is wrong and generates incorrect visual elements. Munzner suggests complexity analysis as mitigation.
We have, however, only conducted manual code reviews supported with linting and unit tests as part of the development of
Tim (i.e., no formal analysis of complexity was conducted).
Another suggested mitigation is to measure duration needed
to generate visualizations. When we did this, we analyzed
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files were for device communication logs (in the outcome
view). We speculate that this typically happens when a user
needs more details on what happened, or perhaps in what
order. Another way to interpret the data is that in about a
third5 of the cases where user wishes to explore an outcome,
he or she also wishes to see a device communication log (the
test framework log is shown by default in the outcome view,
whereas the device logs have to be added by selecting them).

4.5 Challenges identified by reference group
Fig. 15 Distribution of speed of backend calls. Most bars cover a time
interval roughly twice as large as the previous one

logs from 201 days of use and found that about 98.4% of
backend calls were faster than 10 seconds (see Fig. 15). One
could also consider time required by the frontend to render
plots from data collected from the backend, which we have
not done. Again, this could be done as part of future work
as part of a long-term user study. Regarding the functional
correctness, we have implemented automated unit level and
database-integration level testing of the backend code. The
frontend has been manually tested. We have also used Tim in
parallel with the old system to be replaced in order to identify
incorrect behaviors.
4.4.5 Navigational profile
Based on 201 days of log data from the web server, we identified the dominating navigational profile in Tim, illustrated
in Fig. 16. The data were collected in parallel with developing the system. The typical user first navigates from the start
view to the filtered outcomes view, and then to an outcome.
Once at a particular outcome, the user would sometimes navigate to the session the outcome was part of, or back. From
an outcome, users would sometimes go to other outcomes
(e.g., earlier or later in the suite), and sometimes also to
the heatmap. Surprisingly, the movement from a heatmap to
an outcome was stronger than the opposite direction, which
would indicate that a user viewing a heatmap would open
several outcomes, or that the user found the heatmap from
the navigation bar (not shown in mockups) instead of going
to it from the outcome view.
As expected, most log files from nightly testing were
viewed in the outcome view, almost 70% of all requests to
load a log file came from that view (52.4% for the test framework log and an additional 17.4% for device logs). Also,
about 29% came from the outcomes view and an additional
1.4% from the session view. This indicates that quite many
users use the preview function in the outcomes view and
possibly that some clicks from the outcomes view to the outcome view are “saved.” About 17.4% of all requested log

Thematic data analysis from the transcribed reference group
meetings indicated the existence of six challenges. These are
listed in Table 2, highlighted with question marks in Fig. 1
and discussed in the below subsections.
In order to validate if the reference group agreed that these
were indeed challenges, we conducted member checking by
presenting the challenges, one by one, and allowing members
to vote in a manner similar to poker planning, the level of
agreement of the reference group is shown in Table 2. In
addition to ranking the challenges, the members were also
asked to prioritize future work on Tim. Some tasks were
closely related to some challenges. To our surprise, the link
between what was a challenge and what was important for
future implementation sometimes seemed contradictory. For
example, the challenge of hardware details had a relatively
low importance, but all three tasks related to it had a very high
priority for future implementation. Similarly, the reference
group did not agree that the implemented plots represented a
challenge, but still they ranked all other possible ways to plot
trend data higher and gave the existing plots the incredibly
low rank of 1.5 of 5 in terms of how useful it was.
4.5.1 Expectations
The challenge of expectations was phrased as: “I’m not really
sure that the right tests are selected over time. Sometimes my
branch runs on three systems, and I’m not sure if these are
the right ones. It’s hard to know if the testing I get is enough.
I don’t have ground truth to compare with.” The reference
group voted this as one of the two most important challenges.
The reference group mentioned that this was related to
test coverage and test selection, and that, by not having a
baseline of what an expected level of testing is, there is a risk
of over-testing. It was requested that if the regression test
selection tool is trying to prioritize a functional area, but that
this feature cannot be tested on the test systems allocated for
this branch, then Tim ought to visualize that somehow.
This challenge has some overlap with the next challenge,
on anomaly detection—if we could expect something we
5

52.4% / 17.4% ≈ 3
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Fig. 16 Illustration of the dominating navigational profile in Tim. Portion of log views and previews indicated in percent below each view,
for outcomes and session only a preview of the test framework log
is available, and for the outcome view the first number indicates the

test framework log and the second number the device communication
logs. Solid arrows indicate the main profile and dotted lines a weaker
navigational profile

Table 2 Results after member checking: Challenges are ranked on average score given by participants, from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree
(1)
Challenge

Avg.

Summary

Expectations

4.11

In a large-scale test automation scenario, where very many testing
opportunities exist, it’s hard to know if a certain level of testing is
suitable or inadequate

Anomalies

4.11

In a large-scale test automation scenario, anomalies such as interrupted
test suites or flaky tests may be overlooked

Navigation

3.44

Navigating from a high-level view of test results down to a detailed level
of test results offers many opportunities for getting lost

Integrations

3.44

A test results exploration system needs to be integrated with other
systems, in order to provide a richer exploration of test results, and not
only involve test results

HW Details

3.22

The recipient of the test results may not understand enough details on the
hardware of the testing context in which the results were produced

Plots

2.44

Plots in Tim ought to be improved in order for users to make more sense
of the results

Top four challenges were interpreted as agree, and the bottom two as neutral and disagree

did not get, then that represents an anomaly whose detection could perhaps be automated. The most important task
related to any of the challenges (with a score of 4.67 of 5)
was “Someone should warn me if a test system only ran 3
tests when we expected 300.”
4.5.2 Anomalies
The challenge of anomalies could be phrased as: “To avoid
anomalies in testing (e.g., flaky tests), apply measurements,
supervision and/or warnings.” During the reference group
meetings, four main anomalies were discussed: test sessions that did not start, sessions that stopped prematurely,
tests cases that were flaky and test case dependencies (e.g.,
where an incorrect cleanup of resources from one test case
had an impact on the following test cases). The reference
group strongly agreed that anomaly detection is a challenge.
However, implementing anomaly detection can be difficult:
a member of the test framework team asked whether “we
have the right data” for detecting anomalies. Another member of the test framework team also mentioned that without
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anomaly detection, some test patterns might be interpreted
as anomalies when in fact they are not, e.g., if a test case
cannot run on a certain hardware, one might get worried and
ask “why has this stopped working” when perhaps it never
worked.
Regarding the four anomalies identified, the start view
targets lost test sessions (see Fig. 7) and in the outcomes
view flaky tests are listed (shown in screenshot in Fig. 4).
This leaves the two challenges of sessions that ended prematurely and test case dependencies unaddressed in Tim. Both
of these were given tasks in future work that the reference
group ranked very high (priority of 4.0 or above).
4.5.3 Navigation
The challenge of navigation was phrased as: “To navigate
from a high-level view of results down to a detailed view
is hard. It’s easy to get lost, break filters, forget what I was
doing, etc. Sometimes I just have to start over.” The reference
group agreed somewhat with an average score of 3.44 for this
challenge. A developer mentioned that this was more of a
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problem in the old system; another developer said that “I open
new tabs all the time…and then I have tabs on everything I
want to see. So I still have the start position…If you only
click in one window, then you might more easily get lost.”
Other topics discussed was missing navigational paths and
the need to sometimes take detours to get from one view to
another, e.g., to reach the heatmap of a test case—this was
mitigated by adding a path in the navigation bar (not shown
in mockups) to a blank heatmap that could then be populated
by the user.
Navigation tasks deemed important were related to how
the filter on time span worked (e.g., should clicking in a
plot result in filters being altered), and error handling in the
frontend (e.g., when the backend fails to reply). Initially, the
default filter on time span was three nights such that one
would not miss results if exploring on a Monday morning,
but the reference group members requested it changed to one
night. How well the users were aware of which filters they
had activated (either the “global” date filter in a dropdown in
the navigation bar, or “local” filters within each view) was
not explored in this study.

4.5.5 Hardware details
The challenge of hardware details was phrased as “When a
test fails on a system, it’s hard for me to understand what
hardware was involved. I have to invest a long time to figure
out which architecture or port type, that it failed on.” With an
average rank of 3.22 we interpret this as a neutral answer—
this was not seen as a challenge. A developer argued that
“…we have some support in Tim, at least you see what type of
[device under test] there is, but then you must know what that
means…” They also mentioned that this is mostly a challenge
for new colleagues.
Despite this not being seen as a challenge, three tasks for
future work with a clear link to hardware details received
votes between 4.16 and 4.33. These tasks relate to presentations of what devices a certain test system has, how a test used
those resources (i.e., the “mapping,” as discussed in detail
in [50]) and the possibility to filter verdicts based on hardware details (perhaps allowing filters like “show me results
from firewall tests on test systems where the devices have
architecture XYZ”).
4.5.6 Plots

4.5.4 Integrations
A rule of thumb related to the challenge of integrations with
other systems could be: “To achieve a richer experience in
test results exploration, implement integrations with other
systems such as log servers, issue trackers, requirements
trackers, etc.” As seen in the overview of Tim’s architecture (Fig. 6), a number of data sources are central to showing
test results or log files in Tim. When the reference group
was asked whether or not Tim needed integrations with additional systems such as the issue tracker, risk analysis artifacts,
the requirements management tool or code changes, their
response indicated a weak agreement that this was a challenge. One developer that agreed that this was a challenge
mentioned “that the number of tools is increasing…In the
long run, it’s better with many things in one tool.” A member of the test framework team that was also of the opinion
that this is a challenge mentioned that it is sometimes difficult to go from a change in test results to the code change
that triggered the error. The reference group members that
disagreed mentioned that the challenge of integrations has
mostly been solved now that Tim already has integrations
with the test results database and the log file server.
Several tasks for future work were related to integrations,
and the ones that the reference group ranked highest were
related to getting information on code changes, test system
status (i.e., if a test system is deactivated for maintenance)
and issue tracker links. After discussions with Tim’s product
owner, an integration with the requirements tracking system
was deemed to be the most important future integration.

We asked the participants if improved plots would improve
their understanding of the test results. The reference group
mentioned that improved graphical elements might be more
important at merge time, than during development: “for me
as a developer, I’m more interested in looking at tests that fail,
and see those details, rather than seeing an overview…[when
you are] about to merge, and want an overview, then I guess
it’s more important.” The reference group ranked this challenge the lowest with an average below 3 which could be
interpreted as a weak disagreement.
Several views show a trend plot. However, the plot is rarely
the central information of a view, and it is thought of as a
support to the core of the view. A trend plot for test results
data could potentially show many different things: number
of test systems involved in testing, number of passing tests,
number of failing tests, percentage of passing or failing tests,
etc. In the old system, the pass ratio per test session is plotted,
with one line per test system. This led to the problematic
scenario where there are dozens of overlapping lines, where
most fluctuate between 95 and 100%—in practice, it was
difficult to see how a code branch performed with the many
overlapping lines. For Tim, we implemented the fail ratio
over time, with a circle for each night of testing. The size of
the circle was a function of the number of executed tests in
the session. If, during one night, all tests passed, the circle
was filled with blue, otherwise with a red color. If a circle
was hovered with the mouse pointer, it would change color
and data labels would be shown (see left in Fig. 17). During
the reference group meetings, it became obvious that this plot
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was not very well liked. A member of the test framework team
said “I get confused about the size and colors,” and at a later
meeting “I have to look at it for so long that I give up and look
at the details instead.” From the transcripts of the reference
group meetings, it also became clear that time that could have
been used discussing what we as researchers had planned
to discuss was wasted on discussing the plots. We interpret
this as a frustration with a plot we, as researchers liked, but
that the users wasted time on. To address this frustration,
we prepared twelve different types of mockup plots based
on data from two real branches: a stable main branch with
much testing and only few failures and an unstable feature
branch with less testing and a large portion of failures. The
members were given the chance to vote for each plot using
a similar scale as the challenges and tasks—a scale from 1
(not helpful at all) to 5 (very helpful). The alternatives we
suggested included: using a linear or log scale on the y-axis;
splitting pass from non-pass in separate series or aggregate
them into one; if the series are split, should the they have the
same scale or separate scales on the y-axis; should there be a
bar chart or a line plot, and if so, should the values be stacked,
etc. The implemented plot received the very poor average of
1.5, which was the lowest result of all the plots. Instead the
reference group preferred a plot in log scale where passing
verdicts were separated from fail and invalid and on the same
scale for both series. As can be seen in the mockup illustrated
in the right in Fig. 17, the log scale is somewhat violated to
allow zero fails to end up on the x-axis (where 0.1 should
have been had the scale been correct).

5 Discussion
In this case study, we have followed the implementation
of Tim, a tool for test results exploration and visualization
(TREV) at Westermo, a company that develops embedded
systems for industry networking applications. The main findings of this paper are (i) four patterns for TREV: filtering,
aggregation, previews and comparisons; (ii) the eight views
implemented for TREV in Tim; as well as (iii) the identification of six challenges with respect to TREV: expectations,
anomalies, navigation, integrations, hardware details and
plots. These findings can serve as a starting point, or be
of relevance more generally for other researchers or practitioners that strive to implement a TREV tool in a similar or
slightly different context. For the case company, the Tim tool
is already in use and continued improvements are planned.
Similar studies, such as those stemming from Q-Rapids6
(discussed on more detail in Sect. 5.3.2), have found similar challenges as we have, which implies that these are not
unique to the case company. When it comes to the choices
6

https://www.q-rapids.eu/
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of views, many tools and visual elements are possible. In
their theory of distances, Bjarnason et al. [3] argue that
software development practices increase, decrease or bridge
distances between actors. Using their terminology one could
argue that TREV strives to decrease or bridge cognitive and
navigational distances between, on the one hand, actors in
the software development process (software developers, test
framework developers, project managers, etc.) and on the
other hand artifacts such as aggregated, split and/or plain
test results and log files.

5.1 Revisiting the industry problems and process
The old system had three main problems. First, to counter the
problem of an unknown match between implementation and
user needs, the same kanban process that is already in use
in the test framework team was used also for Tim (including, e.g., requirements, development and testing of functional
increments). Requirements were elicited in the form of user
stories or tasks, both in our previous work [48] and during
the implementation. Prioritization and scoping of tasks was
done with the reference group and the test framework team
manager.
The second problem was related to scalability in that
visual elements would not fit on screen and that the performance had degraded. The database performance issues were
addressed by refactoring the database layout (see Fig. 5),
improving the architecture (Fig. 6) and separating the test
environment for the tool from the environment in with it is
used. This separation facilitated the implementations of test
data generators to allow rapid testing of database calls in the
backend, i.e., testing of both the functional correctness and
the performance of the backend and its database queries. Furthermore, we logged actual usage of Tim and conclude that
98.4% of backend calls were faster than 10 seconds (Fig. 15),
which is acceptable for the needs of the company. Second,
to address poor scalability of the user interface, we implemented Tim incrementally with a reference group that also
evaluated the views of the tool (Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
and 14).
The challenge of the too wild technological flora was
addressed with technological trials, in particular in the prealpha period, which also meant that several person months
per person were spent on learning the new tools and languages alone. (Some more details on the contents of the
technical flora are discussed in Sect. 4.1.)
The views in Tim are enablers for TREV in different
phases in the development process. During the implementation, and in the user documentation and training material
for using Tim, we used the three phases of daily work, merge
time and release time, when explaining the views. In short,
the first views are mainly targeting daily work, when a developer desires to dive deep into data and explore individual
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Fig. 17 Mockups of two types of trend plots based on the same raw data. Left: the plot proposed and implemented by researchers. Right: plot
preferred by the reference group

Table 3 Mapping of the steps in the software development process—
daily work (D), branch merge (M) and release (R)—with implemented
views in Tim
View

D?

M?

R?

Figures

Start

Y

–

–

7

Outcomes

Y

–

–

8

Outcome

Y

–

–

9

Session

Y

–

–

10

Heatmap

Y

(Y)

–

11

Measurements

(Y)

Y

(Y)

12

Compare branch

–

Y

(Y)

13

Analyze branch

–

(Y)

Y

14

Y indicates that a view is primarily targeting a step in the process and
(Y) indicates a partial match

verdicts, debug messages, or perhaps timing within individual log files. In the case of debugging, a user might want
to know if an issue is present also in other code branches,
on other systems, if it has been present over time and if it
is intermittently failing, which motivates the heatmap view.
As features have been implemented, a new perspective might
be needed: Do we have the desired test coverage? Have the
non-functional aspects degraded? Is the main branch we want
to merge into as stable as our branch? These questions are
addressed by the measurements and compare branch views.
Finally, when a new WeOS version is about to be released,
the analyze branch view can answer if any test case has failed
on this branch in the last few days, and a user can drill down
into where (on which test system) and when (in time) the
failures occurred. This view also shows the test intensity the
branch has received in terms of number of test systems used
and test cases executed (not shown in heatmap).
In Table 3, we map the views with the steps in the process,
for example: The measurements view can be seen as primarily giving support for work and decisions at merge time, but
can also be somewhat useful in daily work and at release
time.

5.2 Validity analysis
In this section, we discuss the validity of the findings in terms
of rigor, relevance, generalizability, construct validity, internal validity and reliability.
At the core of rigor are carefully considered and transparent research methods [23,40,42,54]. This study was both
planned and also conducted as a case study, based on the
well-known guidelines written by Runeson et al. [40]. The
study involves both quantitative and qualitative data that were
collected and analyzed in a systematic manner.
One way for research to be relevant is for the research
party and the industry party to share a common understanding of the problem and to be able to communicate
[12,19,22,42]. This can be a challenge, as Sannö et al. point
out [42], because these two parties typically have differences in perspective with respect to problem formulation,
methodology and result. The constructs of this study are
rather straightforward—challenges, patterns and views pose
no major threats to construct validity. It is of course possible
that we, in academic communication, “speak another language” than the participants of the reference group, which
could lead to threats to construct validity. One could argue
that the prolonged involvement and frequency of reference
group meetings are part of the mitigation for the threats to
both relevance and construct validity.
In a paper titled “…Generalizability is Overrated,” Briand
et al. argue just that [7]. Similarly, Hevner et al. argue that
one ought to make work in an environment which may
decrease generalizability [20]. Generalizability explores to
what extend the findings are applicable to other researchers,
practitioners or domains. Very often case studies claim limited generalizability, and this study is no exception. One could
argue that developing a similar tool as Tim for a more general audience (perhaps as part of an open-source tool for
unit-level testing, etc.) would have improved the study’s generalizability. However, that might not have incorporated the
complexities of working in the industry context (with test
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selection, hardware selection, parallel branches, etc.), which
are at the core of our work on Tim.
Ralph et al. argue that, for action research, it is essential to
cover: the evaluation of the intervention, the reactions from
the reference group, as well as a chain of evidence from
observations to findings [36]. These are all related to the
causality in the study and the internal validity. As we have
discussed above, the motivation for implementing Tim was
driven by problems with requirements, technological flora
and scalability. To summarize, desirables for the new system
were defined, both in previous work and with the reference
group. Implementation was done iteratively and evaluated at
reference group meetings. Data were collected at meetings
and from logging use of Tim. However, one could ask if we
implemented a certain view because it enables test results
exploration better than any other view, because the reference
group wanted it, or because we as researchers, for some other
reason, desired to implement it to see what would happen.
Furthermore, during one of the reference group meetings a
project manager requested “In general, start migrating existing functionality from the old system into the new system,
then work with improvements,” which implies the cognitive
bias of anchoring—the users (and researchers) were used to
the old system and other systems. In other words, the views
in Tim are not free from bias.
Threats to reliability can be summarized as “would
another researcher in this setting produce the same results?”
Implementing visualizations as a researcher is very dependent on the skills a researcher has in a tool—a researcher
already skilled in a JavaScript framework other than Vue/Vuex
might have favored that instead, and a researcher very skilled
in native MacOS GUI development would perhaps have
implemented a desktop application for Apple computers,
whereas a researcher with expert knowledge in pie charts
would have favored those, etc. We speculate, however, that
those views would have had many similarities to the ones
we produced—perhaps a “pie-stack” with top-pies, sub-pies
and sunburst charts could all have be implemented with the
same patterns we observed. Perhaps this hypothetical piestack would work just as well or better than Tim? In short,
other researchers might have produced other views, but we
argue that at least some of the patterns would have been similar or the same. For example, one would still have to filter
and aggregate at the least, and both comparisons and previews
would most likely be useful as well, even for a pie-stack.
Related to validity are the two principles in research ethics
on scientific value, that “research should yield fruitful results
for the good of society, and not be random and unnecessary”
and researcher skill, “the researchers should have adequate
skills” [46]. If we, as researchers, implemented views at random with poor or no skills in, e.g., web development, then
the research would not only have poor validity, it would
also be unethical. To combat these ethical threats, many
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person months have been invested in technological skills
(learning database, backend and frontend programming) and
researcher skills (participating in a research school, etc.), and
we have included what is valuable to society (in particular
the case company) when prioritizing implementation.
To conclude, there are validity and ethical threats to this
study, but as suggested by Merino et al., Munzner, Runeson
et al., Strandberg [27,28,40,46], and many others, we have
made efforts to mitigate risks one could have expected by
means of triangulation (collecting data using diversity), prolonged involvement (both in terms of knowing the domain,
by conducting the study over several months, by collecting
data from 201 days of use) and by using member checking,
etc.

5.3 Related work
This subsection on related work is divided into three parts.
First, we cover some of the findings by Ahmad et al. that
identified eight information needs in software testing, e.g.,
“Which test cases… have been run on which product?” By
covering these eight needs, we get a set of independent criteria with which we investigate the utility of Tim. Second,
we discuss three papers from the Q-Rapids research project.
This was a large European project that had many goals in
common with Tim. Finally, we cover other related work.
5.3.1 Eight information needs for testing
In a recent case study conducted at six companies involving
38 interviewees, Ahmad et al. [1] identified eight information
needs for testing (T1–T8) for companies mostly developing industrial systems with a continuous integration process.
These represent a set of needs on a tool like Tim. Their
findings are very relevant for our work and represent a complementary set of viewpoints when compared to our division
of the development process into three steps, or the three problems identified with the previous tool. In this subsection, we
discuss these needs with respect to Tim and our findings.
T 1 “Which test cases… have been run on which product?” Ahmad et al.’s first information need for testing relates
to being aware of which test cases that have been executed
on which hardware product. In Tim, this is supported in the
Outcomes view (Fig. 8), where a user is shown a list of test
cases that have been run (with optional filtering on verdict) on
which test system and code branch. A test system in our case
is built up of many devices (products) under test that may
have the same or different models, and a list of the devices
in use in the test system is shown in this view. Therefore, it
seems that Tim supports this information need rather well.
However, we note that, just like Ahmad et al., we have identified the challenge of hardware details (Sect. 4.5.5). The
reference group gave somewhat ambiguous importance to
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this challenge—on the one hand, it was not really a challenge, but on the other hand the reference group gave future
implementation on hardware details very high importance.
T 2 “Which test cases… have been run on which branch?”
We speculate that the challenge identified by Ahmad et al.
on knowing what has been tested on which branch stems
from the possible bias of looking at test results session by
session, instead of aggregating results in one view. Perhaps
these companies have not properly addressed the risk of bad
data abstraction, identified by Munzner [28] (discussed more
in Sect. 4.4)? Tim solves this issue by aggregating results
over test systems and also over time, in the Outcomes view
(Fig. 8).
T 3 “In which [test system] do specific test cases fail?”
We have also seen that some test cases may fail on certain
test systems but not on others. The heatmap view specifically
targets this information need and identifies verdicts from one
or more test cases, on one or more test systems, for one or
more code branches, over time, see Fig. 11.
T 4 “Which test [cases’] execution times have increased
recently?” While Tim stores the duration of each test case
(and test session) in the test results database, see Fig. 5, visualizing or showing this information has not been prioritized
or requested by the reference group. In the measurements
view (Fig. 12), we plot non-functional performance of the
system under test, but not performance of the test systems
or the test framework. Just like Ahmad et al. have identified,
the performance of the test environment ought to be measured, visualized, supervised and would be well served with
anomaly detection (a challenge we discuss in 4.5.2).
T 5 “What are the…test results of my commits?” When
resources for compiling/building and testing is limited, it
might not be trivial to understand if a code change was part
of a certain build, and if that build was part of nightly testing, which increases the complexity of this information need
and challenge. Just like in Ahmad et al.’s study, our reference group desired information on code changes in the same
system as is used for TREV. As we discuss in Sect. 4.5.4,
this relates to the challenge of integrating systems with each
other. On the one hand, one could desire information on
code changes to be integrated in a tool like Tim, but on the
other hand information on test results could be integrated in
a source code management system.
T 6 “What are the unstable areas of the code that require
more … attention?” In addition to the outcomes view, where
results are shown without aggregation, Tim also has two
views that target this information need rather well: compare
branch (Fig. 13) and analyze branch (Fig. 14). Both these
views filter results on a certain branch and aggregates data.
The compare view aggregates over functional area, which
gives a good idea of test coverage and stability, whereas the
analyze view aggregates on test case. Both views also indicate test cases that have not been executed.

T 7 “Which of the test cases are flaky?” Tim identifies
intermittently failing tests by means of q-score, a metric
we proposed in previous work [49]. Rather than considering
flakiness to be a binary property, we consider frequency of
change as a scalar value between 0 and 100%—a high value
indicates that the test frequently changes verdict (e.g., goes
from pass to fail and back again several times per week or
month). These tests are listed in a table in the outcomes view
(Fig. 4). Furthermore, the level of flakiness can also be seen
as changes in colors/icons in the heatmap view. For example,
in Fig. 11, we can see that, for branch A on test system 2,
the test case 418 has changed verdict each time is has been
executed (giving it a q-score of 100%), whereas, for branch
A, on test system 1, test case 2 has changed verdict once in
8 executions (giving it a q-score of about 14%, because of
seven possible changes, it changed verdict once).
T 8 “What is the test execution history of a specific test
case?” Tim supports this question in two main ways. First,
when a user is viewing an outcome (Fig. 9), the history of
the test case in question is shown as a “heatline” of verdicts
(filtered for the branch and test system in question). Additionally, the heatmap view supports this (Fig. 11).
In addition to the eight information needs for testing discussed here, Ahmad et al. identified a total of 27 information
needs for testing, code and commit, confidence level, bugs,
as well as artifacts [1].
5.3.2 The Q-Rapids project
Q-Rapids was a 5 Me EU-funded research project striving
for increasing quality awareness in agile software development. Many of their findings are relevant to our work on
Tim. Their project targets software analytics to support agile
development and quality awareness. One difference between
Q-Rapids and Tim is that Q-Rapids strives to abstract data
into strategic indicators (e.g., from “time needed to resolve
issues” to “product quality”), while Tim does not abstract
data into KPIs. Another difference is that Q-Rapids seems to
strive for assessing and improving quality, while Tim strives
to enable exploration and visualization of test results. There
are also some similarities, e.g., both tools collect data and
visualize it, and both tools support navigation from a high
level to a low level. As far as we can tell, they have not in
their research explored in details the navigational profile, the
views implemented in the tools or how fast database questions are, which we cover in our study.
In one of the publications from Q-Rapids, MartínezFernández et al. [26] describe the architecture and principles
of their tool and how they evaluated it in a case study at
four companies. Some challenges they discuss are related
to deploying the tool in different industry contexts, such as
tailoring the tool, using a suitable terminology, as well as
installation and configuration of the tool. Other challenges
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almost perfectly overlap with what our data show: making informative visual elements so that users “understand
whether a certain value of an indicator/factor is good or bad”
is related to our challenge of expectations and plots. Just like
us, they find it challenging with integrations to other systems. Unlike us, they identified a need for transparency and
more clarity on actions. On the one hand, it might be the case
that when a tool like Tim is used exclusively for data related
to testing, then this challenge is not as obvious. On the other
hand, this might be related to our challenge of expectations—
if a certain amount of testing has been conducted and a user
can see two hundred passing tests and one failing test, what
should he or she do with that knowledge? It is possible to
think of a defined set of actions for Tim, e.g., if a test case
is flaky, then Tim could suggest looking for any incorrect
assumptions on timing or tolerance ranges in the test case, if
the test context is well understood, or if there are resources
leaks in the software under test, etc.7
Also from the Q-Rapids project is a paper by Ram et al.
[38] that investigates what is required of a metric for it to
be actionable, and if all metrics ought to call to action or
not. One metric they mention concerns how well-defined
work tasks are: If the required properties that describe a task
has changed in the previous month on many tasks, then perhaps an organization is making a poor job at working with
requirements or with describing issues. Our impression is that
Q-Rapids have explored this type of metrics in some detail.
Their paper lists almost 50 similar metrics in an appendix.
In a third paper from Q-Rapids, Ram et al. [37] explored
how organizations improved when using software metrics
programs. They identified that software metrics can have a
positive impact on software processes. The authors observed
that, by applying measurements on merge requests, industry practitioners would increase the quality of code reviews.
Similarly, Ralph proposed that software processes could be
de-biased with metrics or processes such as planning poker
[35]. In our work with Tim, we have not explored if the development process has actually improved for the users, instead
reference group satisfaction has been used as a proxy.
5.3.3 Other related work
Garousi and Elberzhager [17] argue that not only test execution ought to be automated, other activities including test
results reporting are well served by automation. Similarly,
Garousi et al. [18] explored how industry practitioners perceived challenges in software testing activities. The challenge
of test results reporting was perceived as the least severe
among nine categories (test automation and test management
were the most challenging ones). Suggested research topics
7

These are three of the nine questions we suggest in our previous work
on intermittently failing tests [49].
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for test results reporting were: (i) maintaining and documenting test results; (ii) metrics and visualization to support test
result reporting; (iii) appropriate key performance indicators
(KPIs); as well as (iv) visual display of test results. It is possible that for less complex testing, the test reporting might be
almost trivial8 and the need for TREV systems is perhaps
minimal. We speculate that the challenges with reporting
discussed in our study originates in the relatively complex
testing conducted at Westermo—testing is done on a system
level, many code branches and test systems are tested each
night, not all test cases are executed each night, and not all
hardware is used in each test case. The testing in this study
might serve as a counter-example of test reporting being a
trivial problem.
Related to TREV is software visualization, which, according to Diehl, revolve around structure, behavior or evolution
of software [10]. An example of a software visualization is
the study by Fernandez and Bergel [14], where they aggregate and split data into a set of graphical elements which
also involves filtering, comparing and interactivity. However,
this work visualizes the source code and not the test results.
Nilsson et al. [30] conducted a study at four companies
that mostly developed software intensive embedded systems.
Their study targeted the challenges of visualizations from
continuous integration, including: getting an overview, slow
feedback loops and late testing of non-functional requirements. Regarding the overview, they found it “abundantly
clear that very few… if anyone… had a… complete overview
of all the testing activities going on…”. Brandtner et al. [5]
found that users of a system that had “mashed-up” software
quality information from continuous integration performed
better. We speculate that the start view of Tim fills a very
important role in that it serves as a summary, as a mash-up
of several sources and as a gateway to other views.
When it comes to how one could visualize, there is an
abundance of research on this. Worth mentioning is that the
first system Westermo built on top of the test results database
(almost 10 years ago) delivered a frugal test report in plain
text (pre-formatted to fit terminal windows 80 columns wide).
This could be contrasted with creating a 3D-visualization of
test results, as implemented by Borg et al. [4]. Their tool
reports on design and verification of an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) and specifically target: general
exploration of large amounts of test results, localization of
error-prone areas and to identify coverage gaps. Similarly,
Wang et al. [55] visualized path coverage for model-based
testing when generating test cases randomly. Furthermore,
8

A trivial test reporting scenario could perhaps involve a developer
maintaining a small code base of one or only a few lines of code, in one
or a few software modules, with one or a small number of unit tests,
that run without the need for dedicated hardware, where the feedback
loop is faster than a second, where the results are always unambiguous,
and where there is no need to discuss results with colleagues.
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Orso et al. [32] visualized test coverage in terms of code
coverage at the levels of code, file and system. A common
metaphor for TREV is the creation of a dashboard (e.g.,
[9,16]), which is similar to using mash-ups and also similar what was done in the Q-Rapids project.
One of the challenges we have discussed and a potential enhancement one could build on top of a TREV system
is anomaly detection (discussed in Sect. 4.5.2). Oftentimes
anomaly detection involves identifying outliers that represent system faults in a dataset by using statistics or AI, such
that issues do not propagate or escalate [21,29]. We discussed
four types of anomalies and specifically want to raise alarms
if they occur. The first anomaly concerns flaky tests—this is
a hot research area and three interesting topics involve: root
causes for flaky tests [59], when tests become flaky [25], and
if we can predict if tests are to be flaky [34]. In our previous work, we have investigated intermittently failing tests at
Westermo [49]. Another type of anomaly we discussed, that
will remain for future work, is to identify issues in starting
test sessions, having sessions that stop too early, or sessions
in which one test case in the suite corrupts the system state
and makes the following tests fail. In addition to predefined
anomalies we expect to capture in Tim, one could also implement anomaly detection or automated fault analysis using
the log files coming from testing, not only identifying strings
from error messages, but also by investigating surrounding
events [33,39,58].

5.4 Future work
We would welcome continued research in software TREV
and we envision a few possible paths for future work. First,
a high-level path oriented toward technology: How could a
tool such as Tim be a better tool if more data sources had
been integrated? What is a suitable level of high-level metrics or KPI’s—would the decision-making process of various
stakeholders improve if Tim also had showed such metrics
or should they instead be used in other tools? How should
the possibly many tools with overlapping features communicate or interface? Second, we imagine future work toward the
visual elements in a TREV tool: How would usability studies (perhaps with eye-tracking) help improve a tool such as
Tim? What colors and visual elements should be used? How
should one measure and, if needed, improve the performance
of the frontend? As TREV tools such as Tim evolve, how do
usage patterns change? How could the Tim tool better address
the phases in the software development and the information
needs? Third, a path oriented toward humans: How is the
internal cognitive process of the user affected when visualizing test results? One could imagine incorporating models of
the testers’ cognitive processes such as the ones proposed by
Enoiu et al. [13], or by using fMRI visualizations of the brain
while a user is exploring results (similar to what was done

by Duraes et al., e.g., in [11]). Last, we envision a research
path toward anomaly detection. Westermo already runs about
half a million test cases per quarter. As the testing will continue to scale up, an even larger amount of log files and other
data is to be expected. Parsing this data using humans is
already difficult. Would empowering the humans involved in
these processes with additional tools, perhaps artificial intelligence and machine learning, be required in order to receive
the results in a meaningful way from a continued scale-up of
the testing?

6 Conclusions
Software testing is critical for quality assurance of embedded
systems such as industrial communication devices. However,
the increased complexity and parallelization of the software
development lead to challenges for teams when they explore
and visualize test results. In this paper, we have reported
on the implementation and evaluation of a tool, Tim, for
supporting test results exploration and visualization (TREV)
in a continuous integration process with nightly testing at
Westermo, a company developing embedded systems. Tim
is replacing another system with problems of scalability,
requirements and technological flora. The implementation
was conducted with a reference group and the test framework
team at the company over several months. For validation of
the tool, data were collected both from reference group meetings in the form of recorded videos that were transcribed, and
we also logged usage of the tool. The data were analyzed
quantitatively and qualitatively. The main contributions of
this paper are (i) four solution patterns for TREV tools in
general (filtering, aggregation, previews and comparisons);
(ii) the eight views in Tim (start, outcomes, outcome, session, heatmap, measurements, compare branch and analyze
branch); as well as (iii) six challenges frequently discussed at
reference group meetings (expectations, anomalies, navigation, integrations, hardware details and plots). Future work
could target integrations between a larger number of systems, abstracting data into KPIs, usability studies to increase
the performance of users, better understanding the human
aspects of exploring results or anomaly detection.
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